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PRODUCT REVIEWS
1. INVESTOR FLIX
http://flix.ino.com/discover/
InvestorFLIX, the first ever library of live trading seminars by the world’s trading and
investing geniuses captured on DVD and CD, summarizes tips and tricks on how to
generate a practical and consistent approach to increase your net worth.
InvestorFLIX was a brainchild of Adam Hewison, who believes that anyone can learn to
trade the right way.
This 547 DVDS and CDS by 154 successful trading masterminds will guide you through
climbing the ladder of success without having to waste many years in trading
experiments as it features step-by-step methods to gain financial freedom.
This “goldmine” is stuffed with money-making strategies discovered through years of
experience and experiment by well-respected traders across the globe.
Here’s a quick look on what InvestorFLIX has for every trader, novice and veteran alike:
€
€
€
€
€
€

Proven methods to recognize moves that you can forecast years in advance
Secret ways to spot option trades that have 95% chance of success
Techniques to familiarize yourself with Japanese Candlestick charts
Significance of a “Doji”
Introduction to a century old charting that still is an effective tool to uncover buy
and sell signals
Constructive measures to use professional money management to hit big time

Oh and there’s more.
€
€

Nifty pointers from an expert who manages over $10 billion. See his only known
recording and workbook in InvestorFLIX.
Helpful hints to live the millionaire’s life and achieve it within one year. Hear it
from one of the expert traders.

This video compilation is so inspiring and revolutionary that even those who have
abandoned trading for a long time can revive that long forgotten energy to go for it once
again. The guarantee to become a powerful trader is high and the confidence one can
regain notwithstanding is all available in this very informative video collection.
You ask, is this something for you? This one definitely is if you are as determined as
those trading guru who at one point where lost like you in the trading business but have
managed to make it to the top. Now, it’s your turn to make a decision. Is this the path that
you want to take?
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Think no more especially if you long have wanted to acquire the systematic approach to
earning millions of dollars because InvestorFLIX will help you save from losing and start
earning.
Simply throw the InvestorFLIX in your player and you can have the kind of life you have
been dreaming of.

2. VOLCONE ANALYZER
http://www.options-university.com/Volcone/index.htm
Volcone Analyzer
Volcone Analyzer is the newest technology in evaluating volcone graph in real time. It’s
a powerful tool to assist traders determine if a particular option is over-priced or underpriced. The concept behind it is very simple, it lets you decide which one you should be
buying or not at any given time. Any type of trader, especially the ones at the beginning
stage, is recommended to purchase this.
Risk, as we all know is a very involved concept in the trading market and industry. There
are only two things that could happen to any stock investor when he makes an
investment, either he loses or gains a profit. But the worst that could happen is to take
risks on something you have no clue about. All successful traders are not born, they are
made.
So relying on helpful tools such as Volcone Analyzer is not bad. More often than not,
tools such as this one solve most of the dilemma and decreases wasted time spent on
decision-making and analysis. As mentioned earlier, this one is perfect for both the
professional and occasional traders.
To see whether this one will work for your advantage, I have listed some of the great
things about this product:
€
€
€
€

It can keep you out of bad trades.
It is so easy to use. No complications and perfect for everyone.
This brilliant software will guide you to determine the actual volatility of your
option; it will almost do all the work for you.
You will know when the option has good potentials or not.

It’s important to study well which trading weapon will suit your taste and trading attitude.
So we’ll not rush you. But if you’re not impressed yet, then here’s more:
€
€

Volcone Analyzer has no monthly fees.
It’s visually attractive and user-friendly.
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It comes with instructional videos that will direct you through the whole process
so there’s no time to feel frustrated.
By just looking at the red dot, you will know immediately whether the option is
cheap or expensive. Person of any age can navigate this product. It is that simple!

Overall, this video is remarkable because not only is it trouble-free to use, it does saves
you time and money too. This one is a definite “must-have” for trading. So, you should
think no more about getting this one for yourself.
Other add-ons are free upgrades for life, bonus trading videos, and bonus live teleseminar. How’s that for one package?

3. INSTANT PROFITS TODAY
http://www.instantprofitstoday.com/index_r6.php
Instant Profits is the one of the most reliable trading courses not everyone in the trading
industry knows about. Its main core is to teach anyone with particular interest in trading
the skills to win. It contains the A to Zs of trading and winning it consistently. And
though much was published or heard of the guidelines of trading, but did you know that
there is more that we don’t know?
This one-of-a-kind course was created for those who are aspiring to obtain a winner’s eye
for better understanding of the trading market.
Most people who trade stocks, Options, Futures, or Foreign Exchange have experience
the lowdown of this business. And those who want to veer away from losing, Instant
Profits can help you achieve money management with some secret schemes that will
make you win more than you could ever imagine.
The course contains trade secrets, video tutorials and some bonuses that will totally
surprise you and make you wonder how one course can change your life upside down.
Want to know if this one will work for you? Here’s a glimpse of what Instant Profits are
all about:
€
€
€
€

Reliable tips to transform you into a seasoned professional
Wiser techniques to keep losses at a minimum
Effective step by step methods to acquire a more positive attitude when trading
Better and systematic program that is so simple it will give you peace of mind

Since its launching, the course has actually helped beginners analyze the true concept of
trading. Some say that it’s better than they had expected. We all know that the leading
cause of failure is not knowing exactly where you are heading for, right? Well, this
course certainly will show you the basics of trading minus the myths that usually lead to
confusion.
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In general, this course is remarkable because the procedures featured here will actually
transform you to a whole different person after seeing them. Traders with many years of
experience in the market who have purchased this could not believe how much of trading
they still didn’t know and how it is now consistently making them profitable. The
decision is yours if you want to be like them.
Why am I recommending Instant Profits to everyone? Simple: because it’s absolutely
valuable and so much more. Losing in stocks is a common complaint by traders; Instant
Profit is how to deal with it.

4. MARKET CLUB
http://club.ino.com/discover/

If there’s one club service traders must enlist themselves into, it’s Market Club. It’s an
exclusive service run by INO.com that equip traders with high-tech tools and distinctive
methodology apart from the rest.
Adam Hewison, owner of INO.com and founder of Market Club, created this service in
order to share his secrets of “Giant Footprints”, a tool which diagnose market
movements, to traders of all generation with hope that they too can have a renewed
discovery and passion for earning profits.
This guy believes that money can be made mostly off the trading floor. His discovery of
“Giant footsteps” in Geneva, Switzerland has changed his life tremendously and so his
vision is to share them with others.
With buckets of time and sweat poured in, as well as loads of foresights, this is what
Market Club is in a gist:
€
€

€
€

€

€

It’s an exclusive members-only service packed with first-class tools and
technology for analyzing market trends
It’s the only trading service today that uses the “Giant Footprints” technology. It’s
a mathematical formula that lets you walk through market movements with no
hassles and more results.
“Giant Footprints” is no contest for all types of traders and investors.
Their state-of-the art technology allows you access from anywhere you may be.
With just a computer and an internet connection, you can access your account in
an instant.
They have a Smart Scan technology, which is an online technology that gives
you a general picture of the trends in the market. The instant technical analysis is
so brilliant it can perform types of scans based from your own personal data.
They have a feature called Chart Portfolio which lets you design and personalize
your own chart. Here, 100,000 symbols can be chart analyzed and thirteen studies
can be applied.
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They have a Data Central where you can download 100,000 symbols for your
own satisfaction

And to top all that off, additional benefits are in store for you like:
€

€

Access to workshops by eminent speakers that talk about stocks, futures, options,
forex, indices, money management and so much more. With this alone, the
investment is already worth it.
A daily end-of-the-day email for complete analysis of your entire portfolio

If that isn’t enough to get tongues wagging, then check these bonus videos out:
€
€
€

The Secrets of Profitable Trading with Market Club DVD
Special Report! 17 Money Making Candlestick Formations
Special Report! Keep it Simple

For all these, the risk is undeniably less. The club membership and other service are
nothing short of impressive. This is the one that you need to get if you want a sensible
package for yourself.

5. STOCK PICKER RT
http://www.stock-picker-rt.com/

Stock Picker RT is the easiest and fastest developed breakthrough technology for picking
winning stocks every trading day. Its advantage among other programs is that it can
easily determine which stocks must be picked at any given day for possible rewards.
For such a new generation of software for finding stocks and understanding it, Stock
Picker RT is already making waves in the market especially to those who are into shortterm trade.
This software is a “must-have” for those who want to know:
€ How to start in on trading
€ How much to invest
€ When to sell
€ How to get familiarize with the market
€ How to avoid losing
This brand new software also has an easy-to-use program that will help you consistently
compound your portfolio value.
Heavily packed with features such as specific screening criteria that will guide you
choose potential winners, it will do the work for you by just simply marking your
indicators and in no time, you will earn your profit.
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But the best that this software could offer is that you will recognize stocks that will earn
consistently by producing profit as a short-term trader. Now, who wouldn’t want that?
With so many trends taking hold of the trade industry, it’s no surprise that anyone could
easily get a headache by merely choosing which software to buy that could give him a
proven productive way to select stocks with almost 100% accuracy. Everyone right now
is joining the bandwagon, but the question remains: Which one will give you more value
for your money?
I can enumerate several reasons why any trader would prefer this software over other
software that’s out in the market:
€
€
€
€

It has the most competent way to select stocks for a short-term trade
It’s so easy to navigate with a very user friendly interface
It simplifies a lot of complicated concept of trading and understanding market
formations
It’s highly visual you would want to use it over and over

A few years ago, the results Stock Picker Rt can deliver would have been impossible to
obtain in just one sitting. Now, all you have to do is make a decision for some split
seconds to be sure that you can have your share of gains.
I believe in Stock Picker RT. But if you know what you want, there si no doubt you will
too.

